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KENNETH KROHN AND JOHN RHODES 
Department ofMathematics, University of California, Berkeley, California 
Herein we obtain several theoretical results concerning proper- 
ties of the transition hmction giverL by a finite net of threshold 
elements. In particular, we are able to give an exact charac- 
terization of these transition functions olely in terms of the Bool- 
ean Ring. Specializing this result we find necessary and sufficient 
conditions that a Boolean function is realizable by a single thresh- 
old element. Also we furnish axioms for the transition functions 
of McCulloch-Pitts Nets, etc. 
I. DEFINITIONS 
We first recall the definition of a net consisting of a finite number of 
threshold elements. See Winder (1962), Kaszerman (1963), and Miller 
and Winder (1962), and other papers listed at the end of this paper. In  
the following R 1 denotes the real numbers and R 1 [J {-~} denotes R 1 
with "minus infinity" adjoined. 
D~,F~ITION 1.1. A finite threshold net is a 3-tuple M = (N, T, W) 
where 
1. N is a finite nonempty set termed the collection of elements of M. 
2. T :N  ~ R ~. T is called the threshold function and T(n) is the 
threshold of n E N. 
3. W:N )< N --~ I~[J { -~}.  W is the weighting function and 
W(n, n') is the weight of (n, n p) E N × N. 
In the following $(N) will denote the collection of all subsets of N. 
Let S E $(N). Then Xz:N  ~ {0, 1}, read the characteristic function of 
S, is defined by Xs(n)  = lwhenn C SandXs(n)  = Owhenn $ S. 
We now recall the definition of the transition function associated with 
the finite threshold net M = (N, T, W). Let S ~ N, thenf~(S)  will be 
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that subset of N "firing" at time t + 1, if exactly the set S was:,,firing" 
at time t. 
DE~'INITmN 1.2. Let M = (N, T, W) be a finite threshold net. Then 
the transition function f~:$(N)  --~ s(N)  is defined as follows: 
= X~(n ) .W(n ,  n) > T(n)}. (1.1) 
n 'CN 
In the following U, •, and - denote, respectively, set-theoretic union, 
intersection, and difference. We also write A N B as A-B or AB. 
DEFINITION 1.3. (~(N), +,  A) denotes the usual Boolean Ring of 
subsets of N where A + B (A - B) U (B - A).  
Let q be a positive integer and let A1, .- .  , Aq and B1, . . .  , Bq be 
two sequences of the Boolean Ring. A~ may equal A~ for i ~ j and 
similarly for the B~'s. We write 
A1, . . .  ,Aq~B1, . . .  ,B~ 
iff each elementary Boolean symmetric function evaluated at the two 
sequences gives the same value. That is iff 
A I+ . . .  +A~ = B I+ . . .  +B~ 
At.A2 + A1.A3 + . . .  + A2.A3 + . . .  + Aq_l.Aq 
= B1.B~ + B1.B~ + . . .  + B~.B~ + . . .  + Bq_,.Bq 
A I'A2"A3 + A1.A2.A4 -}- . . .  -+- Aq_2.Aq_l.Aq 
,\ 
= BI"B2"B3 + BI"B2" B4 + • • • + Bq_~.Bq_1 .Bq  
A1 . . . . .  At  = BI" "'" .B~. 
DEFINIWlON 1.4. Let d be a positive integer. In the following M(d)  
will be the maximum of the absolute values of the determinants of all 
d X d matrices with coefficients 0 or ~ 1. Here we add and multiply in 
the ring of integers. Clearly M(d)  < d!. 
II. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
: THEOREM 2.1. Let N be a finite nonempty set with d elements and let 
f: $(N) --~ SIN).  Then f = f Mfor some finite threshold net M - - (N ,  T, W) 
iff the following condition holds for f. For every positive integer q and se- 
~quences A1, .. . , Aqand Bl ,:. . . , Bq in $(N) so that 
A1 , " ' ,Aq~'~B1," ' ,Bq  
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it follows that 
f (A , )  ~= ~J f(B~).  (2.1) 
i=I i=i 
Further, Eq. (2.1) need be verified only when 
(a) A1,  . . .  , Aq ~ B1, . . .  , Bq. (See Lemma 2.2.) 
(b) A~ ~ Bj for  1 =< i , j  <= q. 
(c) The set ~ = {At ,  . . .  , Aq,  B1, . . .  , Bq} has <=d + 2 distinct 
members. 
(d) No member of ~Y appears among A,  , • • • , Aq or among B~ , • • • , Be 
more than M ( d 9- 2) times. 
Thus under the above conditions 
q_-< (d+2)M(d+2)  =< (d + 2) (d + 2) !. 
Proof: Let N = {nl, . . .  ,nd}. Let R a = R 1 X "'" X R 1 (taken d 
times) be the real d dimensional vector space with the usual inner prod- 
uct ( ,}g ivenby( (x l , ' . "  ,xd), @1," "  ,ye)} = >-~=lxiy~. 
We recall some standard efinitions. See Eggleston (1958) or Bourbaki 
(1955). Let v C R e, v ~- 0 and let c C R ~. Then the hyperplane H(v, c) 
determined by (v, c) is by definition {v' C Re[ (v, v'} = e}. Let X~ and 
X2 be two subsets of R e. Then H(v, c) strictly separates X~ from X2 iff 
(v, vl} > c for yl ~ X1 and(v, v2} < c for v2 C X2. 
$(N) can be considered as a subset of R e by assigning to each S C 8(N) 
its characteristic function Xs  ~ R e. Let t5 be a subset of g(N). Then 
Xs = {Xs ] S C [3} C R e. See Remark 2.1. 
Now the following elementary characterization of the transition 
functions f~ is well known and follows immediately from the definitions. 
Let f :~(N) --+ 8(N). Let n C N and let F~ = {S C 8(N)] u C f(S)} 
and K,, = {S ff 8(N)I n ~ f(S)}. Thenf  = fM, for some finite threshold 
net 212 = (N, T, W), iff for each n C N the disjoint subsets XF~ and 
XK~ of R e may be strictly separated by some hyperplane of R e. 
We now wish to apply the standard separation theorem and so we nmst 
introduce some notation for the convex hulls generated by XF~ and X,r~. 
DEFINITION, 2.1. Let X c R ~. Then CH(X) ,  read the convex hull of X,  
k equals {~g=~ Mv~ I k is a positive integer, v~ C X, M ~ R ~, E~=I Xi = 1 
and 0 < Xi =< 1 for i = 1 , . - .  ,/~}. 
LE,.~A 2.1. Let X and Y be two nonempty finite subsets of R e. Then X 
may be strictly separated from Y by a hyperplane iff CH(X)  A CH(Y)  is 
empty. 
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Further CH ( X )  n CH ( Y) is nonempty iff there exists subsets X'  c_ X 
and Y' C Y so that X p U Y' has <=d q- 2 elements and CH ( X I) N CH ( Y') 
consists of exactly one point. 
Proof: The first statement is a standard theorem. See Eggleston 
(1958) or Bourbaki (1955). 
The second statement follows directly from standard theorems by 
choosing p to be any extreme point of CH(X)  fl CH(Y)  when this is 
nonempty.  Then X '  is chosen so that  p C CH(X ~) but p ~ CH(X")  
when X"  is a proper subset of X' .  Y' is chosen in a similar fashion. See 
the above references. This proves Lemma 2.1. 
Let A1, • • • , Aq and B1, • • • , Bq be two sequences of subsets of N. 
We have defined A1, . . . ,  Aq ~,~ B~, . . . ,  Bq in Definition 1.3. An 
equivalent definition of ~-- is given by the following lemma. 
LE~M~2.2. A1, " " , Aq ~ Bl , " " , Bq holds iff 
q q 
ExA,  = Ex , 
i=1 /=i  
where XA~ and XB~ are considered as members of R ~ and the sum is taken in 
R ~. See the following remark. 
Remark 2.1. Let S be a subset of N = In1, . - .  ,nd}. Then Xs  equals 
(x l ,  • • • , x~) ~ R ~ where x~. = 1 whenn j  C S and xj = 0 when n~ (~ S. 
Let Z0 denote the nonnegative integers under addition. Then 
X~ C (Zo) ~ G R ~. 
Letx  = (x~, . . . , xd) ,y  = (y~, . - - ,y~)  C (Zo) d .Then  
x +y  = z = (z l , . "  ,zd) C (Zo) d 
with zj = xj. + yj for 1 <= j =< d and the addition is taken in Zo. 
Thus Lemma 2.2 asserts that  A~, • • • , Aq --~ B~, • • • , B~ iff 
where Xa j ,  X.~ C (Zo) ~ for 1 =< j -<_ d and q- is defined in (Zo) d as 
above. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2: Assume the sums above are different. Then there 
i ssome~E Nsothat  I{ i l~ ~A~}I = kand l{ j l~B~}l  = mand 
k ~ m. Here IX  I is the number of elements of X. Assume by sym- 
metry  that  k < m, then clearly 
C Bl" B2 . . . . .  B.~ + Bl" B2 . . . . .  B,~-l" B~+~ 
(2.2) 
-~- " " " -~- Bq-m+l"  Bq-m+2 . . . . .  Bq  
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since g lies in exactly one of the products. Further, 
~ A1.A2 . . . . .  Am ~ A1.A2 . . . . .  Am_~.Am+l 
-.- ~- Aq-,~+l.A~_m+2 . . . . .  Aq 
since fi lies in none of the products. Thus the elementary Boolean sym- 
metric functions evaluated at the two sequences do not always give 
the same value. 
Now (2.2) holds for g = nk C N iff the kth component r of ~-~=1 X~j is 
such that ~ l (mod 2). Here equals 0 when m > r and 
?n  ?n  
equals r!/m!(r - m)I, the number of subsets with m elements of an r 
element set, when m _-< r. 
Thus, it is clear that the sums being equal implies that the elementary 
Boolean symmetric functions evaluated at the two sequences are always 
equal. This proves Lemma 2.2. 
We now come to the heart of the proof. From the discussion before 
Lemma 2.1 and the first statement of Lemma 2.1 we know that f = f~ iff 
CH(Xs~) N CH(X~)  is empty for all n C N. Kowever we have the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. CH(Xs,~) n CH(XK~) is nonempty for n C N iff there 
exists a positive integer q and sequences A1, • • • , A~ and B~ , • • • , B~ with 
A j C F~ and B ~ ~ K ,  for 1 <= j <= q which satisfy conditions (a), (b), (c), 
and (d) of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof: By the second statement of Lemma 2.1, CH(XF,~) n CH(X~)  
is not empty for n C N iff there exists subsets Y ~ Xs~ and Z ~ X~=~ so 
that Y U Z has m =< d ~- 2 members and CH(Y)  n CH(Z)  consists of 
exactly one point. Further we choose Y and Z so that m is as small as 
possible. 
Le tyC Yand~ = (Xy, 1 ,0)  ~ R ~+2. HereX~equalsXIs} and is 
considered as a member of R e as in Remark 2.1. Let 
z ~ Z and ~ = (X~,0,  1) C R ~+2. 
Let 0 = (0, 0 , . . -  ,0 ,  1, -1 )  C R d+2. Then the following system of 
d -~ 2 nonhomogenous linear equations ~ 
YE Y z E Z 
1 Equation (2.3) is equivalent to Eqs. (2.5). 
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in the m unknowns Cy's and C,'s have one and only one real solution 
which satisfies both Eq. (2.3) and 0 < Cy, C~ _-__ 1. This follows from the 
definition of convex hull in Definition 2.1, the second statement of 
Lemma 2.1, and the choices made above. Further, from all this together 
with the minimal character of m, we can apply the elementary theory of 
nonhomogenons linear equations 2 (see Hoffman and Kunze (1961)) to 
conclude that Eq. (2.3) has a unique real solution, since otherwise there 
would not be a unique solution of Eq. (2.3) and 0 =< C~, C~ -_ 1. 3 Thus 
Eq. (2.3) has a unique real solution and this solution satisfies 0 < Cy, 
C~ _-< 1. Now again appealing to the elementary theory of such equations, 
we may strike out (d q- 2) - m of the first d equations of the system 
(2.3) yielding an equivalent system 
C~-  ~2 C~ = O (2.4) 
yE Y zE Z 
of m nonhomogenous linear equations in m unknowns which thus has a 
unique real solution. Here ~, ~, and ~ are obtained from y, z, and (~, 
respectively, of Eq. (2.3) by striking out (d ~- 2) - m terms. Now the 
system (2.4) has a "square" matrix associated with it so Cramer's rule 
can be applied. We now apply Cramer's rule to the system (2.4) all of 
whose eoei~icients are 0 or ± 1. 
Let A be the "square" matrix of the above system (2.4) with the 
system made homogenous by taking ~ equal to the zero vector. Let 
II M [] denote the absolute value of the determinant of a square matrix 
M.  Then  Cy -- I[AyII/]I All where  Ay is A with the yth co lumn re- 
placed by O. A similar statement applies to C~. Now let. 
X{~I = 9 C R a. 
2 The minimal character of m implies 0 < Cy < 1 or Y has only one element 
and Cy = 1. Similarly for the C,'s. Further, since CH(Y) f) CtI(Z) is not empty 
at least one of Y and Z contain two elements. 
The argument isas follows. First assume both Y and Z contain more than one 
element. Then by footnote 2there exists a solution of equation (2.3) with 0 < Cy , 
C, < 1. Now assume Eq. (2.3) does not have a unique real solution. Then, by the 
theory of such equations and an obvious limiting argument, we can vary the 
above solution a little so it is different, but so that the new solution still satisfies 
the above strict inequalities. 
When Y contains only one element we can take ~ as a constant and use the 
above argument on the C,'s. 
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See Remark 2.1. Then 
Cy~ = E C~2 and ~ C~ = E C~ = 1. (2.5) 
yE Y zE Z yE Y zE Z 
So 
I IAylI~ = I IA I I (ECy~) = I IAII(ECo~) = ~ II~, ][~ (2.6) 
YE Y yC Y zC Z zC Z 
and 
52 II  tl = H: Ilaoft = II II. 
yE Y zE Z 
Further, II hy II and H A~ I1 are positive integers. That they are not zero 
follows from the minimal character of m. See footnote 2. Also since A is a 
m × m matrm with coefficients 0 or =t=1 we have that II A~ II, II A.~ ]I 
= M(m).  See definition 1.4. Now let q equal II A tl, a positive integer. 
Let Y equal {yl, "'" , y~} ~ F~ and let Z equal {z~, --. , z~} ~ K~. Let 
A~, . . -  , Aq be the sequence of members F~ given by writing y~, II Ay~ ]l 
times followed by writing y~, [[ h~ I] times, etc. Let B~, .- .  , Bq be the 
sequence of members of K~ given by writing zl, II A~ I1 times followed 
by writing z~, [] A~ ][ times, etc. 
Then ~--~=1X~ = ~-~.~=1Xzk follows from Eq. (2.6). Thus by Lemma 
2 .2A1, . . . ,Aq - - -B1 , . . . ,Bq .  
Now since K~ and F,  are disjoint and m = d + 2 we find from Eqs. 
(2.5) and (2.6) that conditions (a)-(d) of Theorem 2.1 hold for 
A1, "'-  , Aq and B1, . . .  , Bq. 
This proves Lemma 2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 : From the discussion before Lemma 2.1, together 
with the first statement of Lemma 2.1, we have that f ~ fM for all nets 
M iff there exists an n E N so that CH(Xr~) N CH(XK,) is not empty. 
However, by Lemma 2.3 we can find a positive integer q and sequences 
A1, . . .  , Aq ill F~ and B~, . . .  , Bq in K~ which satisfy conditions (a)-  
(d) of Theorem 2.1 iff CH(XF~) N CH(XK,,) is not empty. Further, 
q B when this condition holds n ~ N~=~f(A~) and n ~ U~=~f(~) since 
A~ ~ F,~ hff n ~ f(Ai) and Bj ~ K~ iff n ~ f(B~). This proves Theorem 
2.1. 
III. COROLLARIES, REMARKS, AND RELATED PROPOSITIONS 
D~.~INITION 3.1. Let M -- (N, T, W) be a finite threshold net. 
We say that M is positive if W(n, n') >= 0 for all (n, n') ~ N X N. 
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We say that M is a McCulloch-Pitts net iff W(n, n') > 0 or W(n, n'} 
- -wfor  (n ,n ' )  CNXNandT(n)  > OfornCN.  
We say that M is a Simple 5~[cCulloch-Pitts Net iff W(n, n') is 0, 1 or 
-w  for (n, n') E N X N and T(n) = 1 for n ~ N. In this case we write 
M C SMPN. 
See Kleene (1956). 
COnOLLARY 3.1. Let N be a finite nonempty set and lel f:$(N) ---+ $(N) 
(i) Then f = fM, for M a positive finite threshold net, iff 
( a ) f satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.1. 
(b) A c B impliesf(A) c f (B) .  
(ii) Then f = f~ , for M a MeCulIoch-Pitts net, iff 
(c) f satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.1. 
(d) f (¢)  -~- ¢ where ¢ is the empty set. 
(e) for A, B C $(N) and n C N it follows that 
I f(A) - f (A O In})] n [f(B U In})] = ¢. 
(iii) 4 Then f = fM, for M a Simple McCulloch-Pitts Net, iff for each 
A C s(N) 
f (A)  = U nf ({a,  b}) = n Of({a, b}) (3.1) 
a b a b 
where a and b range over A. 
Proof: Both (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 2.1 by very elementary 
arguments which the reader can supply. 
We now prove (iii). Let f = f~ with M ~ SMPN. Then it is easy to 
verify that Eq. (3.1) holds forf l  
Now let f satisfy Eq. (3.1). Then define M -~ (N, T, W) C SMPN as 
follows. Let T(n) = 1 for n C N. Define W(n~, nk) = -co if 
nz C f({n~]) - f ( Inl ,  nj}) 
for some n~ E N. Further set W(n], n~) = 1 if nk Cf(lnj}) and 
W(nj ,  nk) has not been defined -~.  Finally define W(nj ,  nk) = 0 if 
W(nj ,  nk) has not been defined as --~ or 1. 
Now Eq. (3.1) implies f(¢) = ¢ and f({a}) Nf({b}) ~ f({a, b}) 
f(t  a} ) O f([ b} ) for a, b C N. Thus W above is well defined and fM and 
f agree on sets with two or less elements. But f~(A) -- O~ fib f~({a, b}) 
= U~ Nbf({a, b}) = f (A).  This proves (iii) and hence Corollary 3.1. 
Remark 3.1. Every function of 8(N) into $(N) which is not one to one 
(iii) is proved independent of Theorem 2.1. 
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is the product under composition of finite 
follows since T(A,,):$(N) --+ g(N) with A 
T(A,B)(S) = { ;  whenwhen 
is easily seen to be a finite threshold function. 
every function f :g (N)  --~ 8(N) which is not 
T(~,~) . . . . .  T (~.~)  for suitable sets 
B~ ~ g(N). Here o signifies composition. 
As is well known, any function f :g (N)  -* 
by an SMPN function provided one is willing 
and long enough delays. Precisely, we have 
threshold functions. This 




Now it is well known that 
one to one is of the form 
A1, . . . ,  A~,  B1 , ' " ,  
$(N) can be constructed 
to go to large enough nets 
DEFINITION 3.2. A function f: $(hrl) --~ S(N1) can be simply embedded 
into a function g:g(N~) --~ g(N~) iff there exists a subset A of N2 in one 
to one correspondence with N1 by i: N1 --+ A and an integer n > 0 so that 
1. g~(B) ~ A, if B ~ A. Here g~+l = g~ o g where o signifies composi- 
tion. 
2. Let ~:8(N~) -~ g(A) with ~(S) = {i(x)[ x ~ S}. Then 
(~)-~ o g~ o ~ = f .  
The integer n is called the time delay. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let N be a finite nonempty set and let f:$( N) --+ $( N) 
with f (¢) = O. Then f can be simply embedded into an SMPN function, 
with time delay less than or equal to three. 
Proof: Let the SMPN M equal (37, T, W) where N is the disjoint 
union of N, {l~:A c N, A ~ ¢}, and {m~:A c_ N, A ~ ~} with lx = 1B iff 
A = B and m~ =mB iff A = B. Also, T always takes the value 1 and 
W:iV X iV --~ {0, 1, -co} with W(n, l~) = 1 if n C A C $(N) and -co if 
n C N - A. Further, W(l~, mA) = 1 and W(l~, roB) = -co when 
B ~ A, A c B. Finally, W(mx,  n) = 1 if nC f (A)  C N and 
W(x, y) = 0 in all other cases. 
Let g = f ,  then for A ___ N, A ~ ~ we have g(A) = {l~:A ~ B}, 
g~(A ) = {mA} and g3(A ) = f (A  ) c N. This proves Proposition 3.1. 
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